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Draft Site Allocations DPD - critical information omitted and inaccuracies present

Helena Griffiths <helenagriffiths@hotmail.com>
Wed 11/09/2019 10:49 AM
To:  Neville.Walker@midsussex.gov.uk <Neville.Walker@midsussex.gov.uk>; clive.laband@midsussex.gov.uk
<clive.laband@midsussex.gov.uk>; richard.bates@midsussex.gov.uk <richard.bates@midsussex.gov.uk>;
margaret.belsey@midsussex.gov.uk <margaret.belsey@midsussex.gov.uk>; emma.coegunnellwhite@midsussex.gov.uk
<emma.coegunnellwhite@midsussex.gov.uk>; rachel.cromie@midsussex.gov.uk <rachel.cromie@midsussex.gov.uk>;
robert.eggleston@midsussex.gov.uk <robert.eggleston@midsussex.gov.uk>; sue.hatton@midsussex.gov.uk
<sue.hatton@midsussex.gov.uk>; simon.hicks@midsussex.gov.uk <simon.hicks@midsussex.gov.uk>;
gary.marsh@midsussex.gov.uk <gary.marsh@midsussex.gov.uk>; adam.peacock@midsussex.gov.uk
<adam.peacock@midsussex.gov.uk>; christopher.phillips@midsussex.gov.uk <christopher.phillips@midsussex.gov.uk>;
roger.webb@midsussex.gov.uk <roger.webb@midsussex.gov.uk>; julie.mockford@midsussex.gov.uk
<julie.mockford@midsussex.gov.uk>
Cc:  paul.brown@midsussex.gov.uk <paul.brown@midsussex.gov.uk>

Dear Councillor,
I would like to raise issue with the Draft Site Allocations DPD that is being discussed by the Scrutiny
Committee tonight. I have raised these issues with Councilor Brown (High Weald) but feel the
scrutiny committee as a whole should be aware of them.

As a landowner promoting sites within Horsted Keynes, I have reviewed the Draft Site Allocations
DPD and I am extremely surprised and frustrated to read the assessments made in respect of sites
in Horsted Keynes. Having liaised directly with the Council’s planning policy team extensively over
the past year I am disappointed to see a number of statements being made in respect of our sites at
Jeffreys Farm, which are not only entirely inaccurate but have been expressly pointed out to Officers
previously as being incorrect.

One site that has been promoted by us, the landowner, and assessed by the planning team has
been totally omitted from the housing sites documents, and thus consideration for the final allocation.
This is site #69 (Land to the north of Farm Buildings at Jeffreys Farm). A larger site that we are not
promoting (site #780) has unfortunately been included, but this is not available. We have made it
clear that we are not intending to develop this site and it is wrong for the Council to consider this site
as available for development.

In addition to this, information on other sites (site #68 Jeffreys Farm Buildings, and site #971 Land to
south of Jeffreys Farm Buildings) is also incorrect. The access is described as being limited due to
‘physical constraints and third-party ownership’. This is categorically untrue and the Council’s
planners know that to be the case. The land enabling safe access is NOT in third-party ownership
but IS owned by my family who are promoting the site. This was raised with the Council’s planning
officers in May 2019 and I have provided  land registry documents confirming our ownership of the
land. There are manifestly no third party ownership issues attached to these sites, so they should not
be ruled out on this basis.

These omissions and inaccuracies are critical to the conclusions drawn in the assessment of these
sites and having been through the process of positively trying to engage with the Council’s officers to
correct them, it is really very disappointing to see this information being perpetuated in the public
version of this document. Officers have either ignored me and the information I have provided to
them or there has been a significant error made in the production of this document. Either way, the
DPD at present purports inaccurate and frankly false information and if this has occurred in the
assessment of our sites, it begs the question, has the same occurred elsewhere in the document?

In addition, there is substantial evidence that the assessments made by the AONB Partnership
are not robust or consistent assessments, when comparing sites in the village of Horsted Keynes.
The AONB assessment lacks identifiable methodology resulting in any assessment being open to
interpretation and ultimately criticism.The advice provided by the AONB Partnership is being heavily
weighted in planning decisions and the Site Allocations DPD, and therefore needs to be robust and
defendable.

The Site Allocations DPD is an important document that will heavily influence the future of many
people’s landholdings over the coming years.  It is incumbent upon the Council to make sure that this
document stands up to scrutiny. My previous attempts to try to correct the information relating to my
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sites has clearly been unsuccessful which is why I feel compelled to bring this matter to your direct
attention now in the hope that you will consider a recommendation to amend the Draft Site
Allocations DPD to present an accurate picture before it is released for public consultation.  

This email is being sent to all Councillors on the Scrutiny committee. In addition I will raise my
concerns directly with MSDC planning department and the officers that I have been communicating
with.

Should you want to discuss these matters directly please feel free to call me on 01825 790 401. I
shall be attending the meeting tonight should you want to call on me to speak.

Many thanks and regards,

Helena Griffiths

(on behalf of the Griffiths family promoting sites at Jeffreys Farm)


